POSITION OPENING
FOUNDATIONS ADMINISTRATOR

FINAL NOTICE

The Foundation is looking for a Lion to serve as the Foundation’s administrator. The position is part-time. It requires a minimum of 15 hours per week. The starting compensation will range between $500.00 - $700.00 per month. A position description and other position information can be obtained from Foundation president PDG Dan Sturdevant. Interested individuals must submit a letter of interest, resume and letter of support from the local Lions club. All documents must be sent to: PDG Dan Sturdevant, Box 275, Clancy, MT 59634; sturdydan@gmail.com; 406-933-5360; 406-439-9297; fax 406-933-8396. Documents must be received or post marked no later than June 15, 2016. Application materials will be reviewed by the Foundation’s executive committee. Selected candidates will be interviewed on July 23, 2016 at the trustee’s quarterly meeting to be held in Ennis. Discussion will be held between the selected candidate and the trustees regarding other compensation issues.

2016 Gun Raffle

The Foundations 2016 gun raffle fundraiser has started. Shedhorn Sports of Ennis has provided 29 weapons (handguns, rifles, shotguns) and as a 30th prize 4800 rounds of 22 long rifle ammo. Raffle tickets are available from all Foundation trustees or Foundation administrator. Tickets are being sold: $40.00 each or 3 for $100.00. The drawing will be held on October 8, 2016. As a bonus the 30 winning tickets will be entered into a drawing for $500.00 cash.

WEAPONS RAFFLE
Kimber, custom two toe, 45 ACP; Kimber Pro two tone, 45 ACP; Benelli Super Nova, 12 GA (2); Hecker & Koch, VP-9, 9 MM; FNF FNS-9L, 9MM; Springfield, XD-9, 9MM; Marlin, 336-XLR, 30-30; Smith & Wesson, M&P 15, 5.56/223; Smith & Wesson, Governor, 45/410; Ruger, GP-100, 357 Mag; Remington, Nov 87, 12 GA.; Winchester, XPR, 270 WIN; Winchester, XPR, 300 WSM; Weatherby, Vanguard, 257 WBY; Weatherby, Vanguard, 7 MM MAG; Glock, 22, 40- S&W (2); Cimarron, 1911, 45 ACP; Springfield, 1911, 45 ACP; Henry, Golden Boy, 22 LR (2); DPMS RFA3-16, 223/5.56; Chiappa, Lever 39A, 22 LR; Ruger, Single-Six, 17 HMR; Sako/Tikka, T-3, 25-06; Sako/Tikka, T-3, 30-06; Taurus, Judge, 45LC/410; Taurus, Tracker, 357 MAG; Browning, 22 LR AMMO 4800 rnds, 22 LR.

The list of weapons and raffle tickets can be obtained from any trustee or information is available on the Foundation’s website: www.mtlionsshfnd.org.

On behalf of the Foundation trustees, thanks to all the Lions and Lions Clubs that participate in the raffle. Your support of the Foundation is sincerely appreciated.

FOUNDATION TRUSTEES

PCC Ben Apeland   B 586-9402
Email: Benjamin@montana.com
Lion Mark Cundith   H 682-5711
Email: madisnview@3rivers.net
PDG Laura Dickerson   H 250-4057
Email: mtlionlaura@yahoo.com
PDG Lary Garrison   H 896-1746
Email: lionlarygarrison@gmail.com
PID Dave Hajny, Vice President   H 682-4596
Email: whodat@3rivers.net
PDG Wayne Hintz   H 502-1511
Email: whintz@burghervision.com

June 2016
FOUNDATION AWARDS
As the 2015-2016 Lions year comes to a close this is a great time to honor deserving Lions with a Foundation award. Recognition can be provided to deserving Lions and financial support is provided to the Foundation. Contact the Foundation administrator for additional information or to order awards. Application forms for awards can also be found on the Foundation’s website.

LIFE MEMBERSHIPS
A Life Membership ($100.00) to the Foundation, which includes a lapel pin and packet card can be bestowed by an individual, group of individuals, Lions Club or can be purchased by an individual with a donation of one hundred dollars.

FOUNDATION FELLOWSHIPS
Foundation Fellowships ($250.00) can now be purchased by individuals. Foundation Fellowships are used to recognize outstanding Lions and other deserving individuals. The Board of Trustees of the Foundation endorses this Fellowship. The Fellowship award includes a lapel pin, a mounted certificate and acknowledgement on a permanent record board. Fellowships can be acquired for a donation of two hundred and fifty dollars.

FOUNDATION GOLF TOURNAMENT
A fundraising golf tournament will be held on Saturday, September 24, 2016 at Pryor Creek golf course. PCC Dan and PDG Lary Garrison are coordinating the organizational efforts with Pryor Creek. All Lions and all others are invited to participate. All Lions should make an effort to contact their local golf courses to see if courses will donate flag prize items for the tournament. Please contact businesses or individuals that might want to provide flag prizes, other financial support or participate in the tournament.

The shotgun start at 1:00 PM; 18 holes; $100.00 per entry includes golf, cart, dinner, flag prizes.

July Meeting - The next trustee meeting is scheduled for Saturday, July 23, 2016 at 10:00 AM. The meeting will be held at the home of PID Dave Hajny and Lion Marie Hajny in Ennis.

FOUNDATION WEBSITE
WWW.MTLIONSSHFND.ORG

FOUNDATION INFORMATION
For more information about any program or service offered by the Foundation contact: Lion Dennis Kopitzke, Box 1266, Forsyth 59327; 406-346-1488 djk_7491@rangeweb.net

PLEASE PASS THIS INFORMATION TO OTHER CLUB MEMBERS. THANKS.